The arrangement and transcription of telomere DNA sequences at the ends of lampbrush chromosomes of birds.
The arrangement of loops and chromomeres at the ends of lampbrush chromosomes in four species of bird is described with reference to chromomeres, loops and transcription units. Unlike the situation described in lampbrush chromosomes of amphibians, the lampbrush chromosomes of birds end in a terminal chromosome with conspicuous loops emerging from it. The fine-scale morphology of the ribonuclear protein matrix of these terminal loops is different from that of the majority of loops elsewhere on the chromosomes. In many cases the loops associated with the terminal chromomere are open ended, emerging from the chromomere but not returning to it at the other end. The distal ends of terminal open-ended loops therefore represent the true ends of the chromatids that make up a lampbrush half-bivalent. The pattern of binding of three telomeric DNA sequence probes to the terminal regions of bird lampbrush chromosomes, under conditions of DNA/DNA and DNA/RNA transcript in situ hybridization has been investigated by fluorescence in situ hybridization. All three probes gave the same results. With DNA/DNA and DNA/RNA transcript hybridization, three classes of structure were labelled: the terminal chromomere, a small number of interstitial chromomeres and the terminal transcription unit on telomere loops. Labelling of telomere loops, but not of terminal or interstitial chromomeres, was eliminated by ribonuclease treatment before in situ hybridization. The labelled regions of telomere loops were spaced away from the labelled terminal chromomere by an unlabelled sub telomeric transcription unit. After DNA/DNA in situ hybridization, no labelled loops were seen. DNA/RNA transcript in situ hybridization with single-stranded hexamers of each strand of telomeric DNA showed that the terminal transcription unit on telomere loops represents transcription exclusively from the C-rich strand of the repeat outwards towards the end of the chromosome. It is concluded that transcription specifically of the C-rich strand of strictly terminal clusters of telomere repeats is an obligatory event on the lampbrush chromosomes of birds and is unlikely to represent indiscriminate readthrough from proximally located gene elements.